We're Here to Help

Informatica has a full portfolio of industry-leading data engineering solutions to help you answer your business's most critical questions.

Access the Full Portfolio of Data Engineering Solutions

The Impact of Data Engineering
Why It's Essential for All Your AI and Analytics Initiatives

Megan
The Data Analyst

Logan
The Data Scientist

> 135,000 job listings for "data engineer" in the U.S.
Source: LinkedIn

96% year-over-year change in demand
Source: Datanami

4:1 the number of data engineering job listings as opposed to those for data scientists
Source: Datanami

Data Engineering Facts

Data engineering is growing rapidly as a profession. From large public cloud companies—such as Microsoft and Amazon—to innovators like Databricks, there's high demand for data engineers. Over the past decade, there have been significant increases in data challenges and data engineering job listings.

7 Critical Capabilities of Data Engineering

Take a platform and AI-driven approach for end-to-end data engineering instead of stitching together piecemeal solutions.

Problem Solved

"Now I have trusted data to drive my business insights." Megan, Data Analyst

"Now I have good clean data to run my ML models." Logan, Data Scientist

6,000 job listings for "data engineer" in the U.S.
Source: LinkedIn

5,500 job listings for "data scientist" in the U.S.
Source: LinkedIn

41% of executives report a lack of proper training for their data science and data engineering teams.

We Here to Help

If you’re looking for answers to your data-related questions, we’re here to help. Whether you’re a business leader or IT professional, we can help you with your most critical questions and data-related needs. Contact us today to learn more about our solutions and how we can help you answer your business's most critical questions.